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	Programming Windows Azure: Programming the Microsoft Cloud, 9780596801977 (0596801971), O'Reilly, 2010

	I hate the term the cloud. I really do. In a surprisingly short period of time, I’ve seen the
	term twisted out of shape and become a marketing buzzword and applied to every bit
	of technology one can conjure up. I have no doubt that in a few years, the term the
	cloud will be relegated to the same giant dustbin for bad technology branding that the
	likes of SOA and XML-based web services are now relegated to. Underneath all that
	marketing fluff, though, is the evolution of an interesting trend. Call it the cloud or
	Something-as-a-Service—it doesn’t matter. The idea that you can harness computing
	and storage horsepower as a service is powerful and is here to stay.


	As a builder of things, I love technology that frees up obstacles and lets me focus on
	what I want to do: create. The cloud does just that. Whether you’re a startup or a huge
	Fortune 500 company with private jets, the cloud lets you focus on building things
	instead of having to worry about procuring hardware or maintaining a storage area
	network (SAN) somewhere. Someday, we’ll all look back and laugh at the times when
	trying to run a website with reasonable traffic and storage needs meant waiting a few
	months for new hardware to show up.


	My involvement with this book started in early 2009. Windows Azure had just come
	on the market and other cloud offerings such as Amazon Web Services and Google’s
	App Engine had been out for some time. I saw a lot of people trying to grapple with
	what exactly the cloud was, and try to cut through all the marketing jargon and hype.
	That was no easy feat, let me assure you. I also saw people trying to wrap their heads
	around Windows Azure. What exactly is it? How do I write code for it? How do I get
	started? How do I do all those things I need to do to run my app? I hope to answer
	those questions in this book.
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Virtual Reality and the Built EnvironmentArchitectural Press, 2002
This is the first text to focus on virtual reality applications for design of the built environment. This guide explores the use of virtual reality at the practical level. It provides an overview of industrial applications of virtual reality and explores relevant scientific research.

Virtual Reality in the Built...

		

Physician Coding Exam Review 2014: The Certification Step with ICD-9-CM, 1eSaunders, 2013

	Prepare to confidently succeed on your physician coding exam with Physician Coding Exam Review 2014: The Certification Step with ICD-9-CM! From leading coding author and educator Carol J. Buck, this exam review provides complete coverage of all topics covered on the physician certification exams, including anatomy, terminology, and...


		

Solving PDEs in C++ (Computational Science and Engineering)SIAM, 2006
This comprehensive book not only introduces the C and C++ programming languages but also shows how to use them in the numerical solution of partial differential equations (PDEs). It leads the reader through the entire solution process, from the original PDE, through the discretization stage, to the numerical solution of the resulting algebraic...




	

SANs DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2002
The rapid rise of e-commerce, data-heavy websites, and globalization has increased the demand for data storage space--and Storage Area Networks (SANs) are the best way to solve the problem.  This resource "demystifies" SAN technology and functions, showing how to manage, configure, and build your own SAN for a wide variety of...

		

Blogging with the New Google™ BloggerQue, 2006
Blogging with the New Google  Blogger is a digital short cut that covers Google's newest version  of Blogger, their free software for creating a website from which to post  thoughts, interact with people, and more. This short cut serves as an  introduction to the world of blogging...

		

Lawyers at WorkApress, 2012

	"With probing questions and articulate answers, Cosslett and her subjects shed light on the challenges of legal practice in the current legal market." BLS Law Notes, 11.16.12


	Lawyers at Work reveals what it means and what it takes to be a satisfied, sane, and successful lawyer in today’s tough...
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